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Abstract
The Chandra Source Catalog (CSC) is a general purpose virtual X-ray astrophysics facility that provides access to a carefully selected set of generally useful quantities for individual X-ray sources, and is designed to satisfy the needs of a broadbased group of scientists, including those who may be less familiar with astronomical data analysis in the X-ray regime. The first release of the CSC includes information about 94,676 distinct X-ray sources detected in a subset of public ACIS imaging
observations from roughly the first eight years of the Chandra mission. This release of the catalog includes point and compact sources with observed spatial extents ≲30". The catalog (1) provides access to estimates of the CXC
X-ray! source properties for
Data Products
detected sources with good scientific fidelity; (2) facilitates analysis of a wide range of statistical properties for classes of X-ray sources; and (3) provides efficient access to calibratedCatalog
observational
data and ancillary data products for individual X-ray
Data Products
sources. The catalog includes real X-ray sources detected with flux estimates that are at least 3 times their estimated 1σ uncertainties in at least one energy band,File-Based
while maintaining
the number of spurious sources at a level of ≲1 false source per field
• Each observation
has an associated
set In
of full-field
(per-observation)
and source the CSC includes
for a 100 ks observation. For each detected source, the CSC provides commonly tabulated quantities, including source position, extent, multi-band fluxes, hardness ratios,
and variability
statistics.
addition,
for each X-ray
source-specific (per-source-detection) data products
an extensive set of file-based data products that can be manipulated interactively, including source images, event lists, light curves, and spectra.
– Full-field data products include the “Level 3” event file, fluxed images (several

Introduction

Catalog Sources

The Chandra Source Catalog (CSC) is eventually intended to be a definitive

The first release of the CSC includes sources detected in public ACIS imaging
observations from roughly the first 8 years of the Chandra mission.

The

(per-
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The

Master Sources Table contains one entry for each apparently distinct detected Xray source on the sky, while the Source Observations Table contains one entry
for each source detection extracted from an observation. Distinguishing sources
from detections effectively addresses the strong dependence of the Chandra
PSF on off-axis angle.
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This figure shows the locations of observations include in the CSC (in Galactic coordinates). The
size of each symbol is proportional to the logarithm of the number of sources detected in the field,
while the color encodes the number of closely-located observations.

Tabulated Source Properties
The Source Observations Table includes entries tabulating raw and derived
properties from each detection in each single observation. Roughly 120 distinct
properties are tabulated (total of 599 table columns including measured values
and associated confidence limits across all energy bands).
The Master Sources Table contains estimates of “mean” source properties for
each apparently distinct source on the sky, derived from observations in which
the source is detected and is not confused. Roughly 60 distinct properties are
tabulated (total of 287 table columns).
Bidirectional links within the catalog database connect each entry in the Master
Sources Table with associated entries in the Source Observations Table. These
links uniquely associate matching detections across multiple observations of the
same X-ray source, and also identify any associated confused off-axis source
detections that have been resolved into multiple distinct X-ray sources by
additional observations.
Tabulated source properties include source position and position uncertainties,
significance (S/N), measured source and model local PSF extent, estimated
deconvolved source extent, source and background region apertures, PSF 90%
ECF aperture, multi-band aperture photometry fluxes, cross-band spectral
hardness ratios, absorbed power-law and black-body spectral fits (for 150+ net
source counts only), K-S, Kuiper, and Gregory-Loredo time variability
probabilities and statistics, and a set of flags and codes that indicate
circumstances that may be relevant to the user (e.g., source is: confused,
extended, variable, dithers across chip edges, is piled-up, saturated, etc.).
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Upper left: ACIS broad band source and background
Sample data products for CXO"J162624.0-242448!
regions (shown in solid green and dashed red,
respectively), superimposed on the source region
Upper left: ACIS b band source region image (photon
events (bounded in cyan)
flux units, background-subtracted) and the local b
0.001
Upper middle: Local ACIS broad band PSF at the
band PSF!
position of the source
Upper Right: Broad band light curve (solid), ±3σ errors
Above: b42 band light curve (solid line) ±3! errors (dashed
(dashed), and background light curve (dotted)
lines),0 and background light curve (dotted line)!
Right: ACIS PI spectrum, with best-fitting absorbed
−2
power-law model shown. The spectral fit parameters
Left: ACIS
PI spectrum, with best-fitting absorbed
−4
1
can be obtained by querying the Source Observations power-law shown (spectral fit parameters can be
Energy (keV)
Table entries associated with the source name.
obtained by querying the source observations table
entries associated with the source name)!
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Sample data products for CXO J162624.0-242448:
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Each release of the CSC is accompanied by a detailed statistical characterization of the tabulated source properties. The characterization is developed
primarily through the use of simulated datasets, including both empty fields
(blank-sky) and simulated sources. These simulated datasets are processed by
the catalog pipelines in the same fashion as real datasets.
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The catalog characterization
provides a statistical evaluation of
the accuracy of the measured and
derived source properties included in
the CSC. These include photometric
flux accuracy (Above Left), false
source rates (Above Center), and
source detection efficiency (Above
Right), as well as field background
rate, limiting sensitivity and sky
coverage (Right), relative and
absolute astrometric accuracy,
sources extent uncertainties, and the
reliability of source variability
measures. The detailed catalog
characterization can be accessed
via the catalog web site.
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Data Access
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This figure shows source detections from two
observations that include the same region of
the field of ρ Oph. Source detections from
ObsId 635 (upper left; ~15.6’ off-axis) are
shown in cyan, while source detections from
ObsId 637 (upper right; ~3.0’ off-axis) are
shown in magenta. The on-axis PSF clearly
resolves some apparently single detections in
ObsId 635 into multiple distinct sources (left).
Properties of detections from each observation
are recorded in the Source Observations Table,
while the Master Sources Table includes a
single entry for each apparently distinct source
on the sky. Source names are assigned to
entries in the Master Source Table (detections
in the Source Observations Table are identified
by ObsId and Region Id). Bidirectional links
associate entries in the two tables.

This figure shows the broad band image of the mildly extended (~1.2” deconvolved size) source
CXO J140037.1+622132, observed at an off-axis angle θ ~ 9.2’, on the left, with the associated
model PSF on the right.

Several interfaces support access to CSC data. Poster 40.12 Chandra Source
Catalog: User Interfaces (Bonaventura et al.) provides a description of the
various interfaces that are available. The primary interface for accessing the
catalog is CSCview, which provides query and data mining capabilities and data
product retrieval.

Energy Bands
The CSC computes source properties in 5 ACIS energy bands — broad (0.5‒7.0
keV), ultra-soft (0.2‒0.5 keV), soft (0.5‒1.2 keV), medium (1.2‒2.0 keV), and
hard (2.0‒7.0 keV) — and 1 HRC energy band — wide (~0.1‒10.0 keV). Band
images and exposure maps are provided for each source, together with full-field
limiting sensitivity maps.
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Future Releases
Release 1.1 (Spring 2010) includes public HRC-I imaging observations, and
newly public ACIS observations, but otherwise retains the same limitations as
Release 1.
Release 2 (~2011) co-adds multiple observations with the same instrument
configuration and similar pointings (within ~30”) prior to source detection, and
includes sources down to a faint threshold (~5 counts). This release also
provides improved handling of extended emission (up to ~60” spatial scale), and
numerous algorithm improvements.

This figure shows the broad, ultra-soft, soft, medium, and hard band event images of the source
CXO J021920.8-025840. The source region aperture is superimposed in cyan.
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Catalog Organization
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Each release of the CSC includes a complete characterization of the statistical
properties of the catalog, determined using a combination of simulations and real
data sets reported in other published Chandra catalogs.
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The background region has cut-outs that
exclude the source region and any overlapping
source regions!
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In addition, a number of file-based data products are produced for each
observation and source individually, suitable for analysis in the CIAO data
analysis environment. They include full field images, exposure maps, and
limiting sensitivity maps; together with source region and PSF images, source
region exposure map, source light-curve, source region photon event list, ARF,
and (for ACIS) source PI spectrum, and RMF.
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The source region event file contains events
within a rectangular bounding box on the
tangent plane that encloses the background
region; to extract only the events included in
the source region the source region filter must
be applied!

N!S (Sources/Field)

For each source the catalog includes numerous tabulated properties, including:
• Source positions and position errors,
• Aperture photometry fluxes and confidence limits in several energy bands,
computed using several different methods
• Multi-band spectral hardness ratios,
• Power-law and thermal black-body spectral fits for bright sources,
• Intra- and inter-observation source variability measures,
• Estimates of the source extent compared to the local PSF.
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N!S (Sources/Field)

This release is restricted to point and compact sources with with flux estimates
that are at least 3× their estimated 1σ uncertainties (~10 counts on-axis, and 20–
30 counts off-axis) in at least one energy band, and observed spatial extents
≲30″, detected in a subset of ACIS imaging observations released publicly prior
to January 2009. Observations of fields containing extended sources are
excluded from the catalog, or in some cases only a part of the field is included.
Source detection is performed on each observation individually (multiple
observations are not co-added).
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Release 1 (March 2009) includes 135,914 source detections from 3,912
observations, totaling 94,676 apparently distinct X-ray sources on the sky.

The catalog is split into two principal tables of source properties.

Sample Source-Specific Data Products
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catalog of X-ray sources detected by the Chandra X-ray Observatory.
catalog is being deployed using a phased approach:
• Each new release will add new capabilities and additional functionality
• New catalog release will take place roughly every 18–24 months

bands and blocking factors), background images, exposure map, limiting
sensitivity map, aspect histogram, bad pixel, and field of view files
Catalog Data Products
– Source-specific data products include the source region event file, fluxed
images, PSF images, exposure map, low resolution PI spectrum, ARF, RMF,
Theadaptively
CSC binned
includes
a set of full-field (per-observation) and source-specific
light curve, and source and background region definitions
source-detection)
data
products
– These data products can
be analyzed
further that
using can
CIAO be
toolsmanipulated using CIAO tools.

Above: CSCview allows the user to query the catalog for sources that satisfy a set of user-supplied
constraints. The results of the query can be viewed on the screen or saved to a file. Full-field or
source-specific data products for matching sources can be selected and downloaded.

Additional interfaces include CSC Sky in Google Earth, which allows the user to
visualize the catalog directly using the Google Earth, as well as a command-line
interface, sensitivity map service, IVOA-compliant Simple Cone Search, and the
CSC-SDSS Cross-match Catalog.

For more information about the Chandra Source Catalog, please refer to the public catalog web pages at the following URL: http://cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/csc/

